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Abstract: Bryant [3] proved the existence of torsion freeconnections with exotic holonomy, i.e., with holonomy 
that does not occur on the classical list of Berger [ 11. These connections occur on moduli spaces $j of rational 
contact curves in a contact threefold ‘W. Therefore, they are naturally contained in the moduli space Z of all 
rational curves in W. 
We construct a connection on 2 whose restriction to Y is torsion free. However, the connection on Z has 
torsion unless both Y and Z are flat. This answers a question of Bryant as to whether the GL(2, @) x SL(2, @‘I- 
structures which arise from such a moduli space Z always admit a torsion free connection in the negative. 
We also show the existence of a new exotic holonomy which is a certain six-dimensional representation 
of SL(2, c) x X(2, Cc). We show that every regular &-connection (cf. [3]) is the restriction of a unique 
connection with this holonomy. 
Keywords: Exotic holonomy, G-structures, moduli spaces. 
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0. Introduction 
Since its introduction by glie Cartan, the holonomy of a connection has played an important 
role in differential geometry. Most of the classical results are concerned with the holonomy 
of Levi-Civita connections of Riemannian metrics. In 1955, Berger [l] classified the possible 
irreducible Riemannian holonomies and much work has been done since to study these holono- 
mies and their applications. See [2] and [12] for a historical survey and also [9] for more recent 
results. 
At the same time, Berger also partially classified the possible non-Riemannian holonomies 
of torsion free connections. However, his classification omits a finite number of possibilities, 
which are referred to as exotic holonomies. As of yet, the complete list of exotic holonomies is 
still not known. 
The incompleteness of Berger’s list and therefore the existence of exotic holonomies was 
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shown by Bryant [3]. He investigated the irreducible representations of SL(2, F), IF = IR or C:. 
For each d > 1, we can regard SL(2, IF) as a subgroup Hd S GL(d + 1, IF) via the (unique) 
(d + I)-dimensional irreducible representation of SL(2, IF) which will be described below. 
Moreover, if we let Gd S GL(d -I- 1, IF) be the centralizer of iYd, then Gd may be regarded as 
a representation of GL(2,1F). For d 3 3, these representations do not occur on Berger’s list of 
possible holonomies and are therefore candidates for exotic holonomies. 
In his paper, Bryant showed that in the case d = 3 torsion free connections with holonomies 
Hs and Gs do exist both if IF = R and IF = C:. We shall refer to them as H3-connections 
(Gs-connections respectively). From now on, we shall assume that IF = CL: unless stated other- 
wise. 
Gs-structures occur naturally in the following way: let W be a complex contact threefold 
and suppose there is a rational contact curve C in W such that the restriction of the contact line 
bundle L/C has degree -3. Then the moduli space 9 of all close-by contact curves carries a 
torsion free Gs-connection. 
Conversely, every holomorphic torsion free Gs-connection is locally equivalent o a connec- 
tion on such a moduli space y [3]. 
Before we proceed, let us briefly describe the irreducible representations of SL(2, Q, 
GL(2, C) and GL(2, C) x SL(2, C). For n E N, let VII S cC[x, y] be the (n + 1)-dimensional 
subspace of homogeneous polynomials of degree II. There is an SL(2, Q-action on V,, induced 
by the transposed action of SL(2, C) on C2, i.e., if p E V,, and A E SL(2, C) then 
(A . p)(x, y) := p(u, v) with (u, v) = (x, y)A. 
Of course, this formula also describes an action of GL(2, C) on Vn. 
The irreducible representations of GL(2, C) x SL(2, C) can be described as follows: for 
n, m E N, we let V .- 11, @ Vm. Then the action of GL(2, C) x SL(2, C) on Vn,m is defined n,m .- 
by 
(A, B) . (p @ q) := (A. p) 8 @ . q) 
with the actions of GL(2, C) and SL(2, C) on V,, and 17, from above. We define the subgroup 
G n,m S GL(V,,,) to be the image of this representation. Also, we let H,,, E G,,, be the image 
of SL(2, C) x SL(2, C) E GL(2, C) x SL(2, C). In other words, H,,, = G,,, n SL(Vn,,). It 
is well known [8] that these are complete lists of the irreducible representations of SL(2, C), 
GL(2, C) and GL(2, c) x SL(2, C) respectively. 
Given a rational contact curve C in W as above, it turns out that its normal bundle J/c + C 
is equivalent o o(2) @ U(2). By Kodaira’s Deformation Theorem [lo], the moduli space Z of 
all curves near C is a smooth analytic manifold. Obviously, $/ 5 2. 
The tangent space TcZ can be identified with H”(032) @ O(2)) E V 1,~ in a natural way. 
Therefore, 2 carries a canonical G 1,2-structure. 
One objective of this paper is to investigate the correlation between the G3-structure on M 
and the G~,J-structure on Z. It had been conjectured in [3] that the latter structure is torsion free. 
However, we show that almost the exact opposite is true. Namely, we shall prove 
Theorem 0.1. Let W be a complex contact threefold, let C be a rational contact curve in W 
such that the restriction of the contact line bundle L (c has degree -3, and let Z ($4 respectively) 
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be the moduli space of rational curves (rational contact curves respectively) in W close to C. 
Then the canonical G I,?_-structure on Z is torsion,free tf and only [f the Gi-connection on v is 
pat. 
This means that+xcept for the (trivial) flat case-the G,,:-structures arising in this way 
are never torsiolz,free. On the other hand, we can make a quite restrictive statement about the 
torsion of these structures. 
Theorem 0.2. Let W be a complex threefold, let C be a rational curve in W MThose normal 
brmdle is equivalent o o(2) @ o(2) and let Z be the moduli space of curves in W close to C, 
equipped with the canonical G I,?-structure. Then there is a subbundle T 5 A’T*Z 69 T2. of 
rtrnk,four and a unique G 1 ,z-connection on Z tilhose torsion is a section of T. 
The point of Theorem 0.2 is that the rank of A’T*Z @ TZ equals 90. so T has a large 
codimension. In other words, Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 together state that these G 1 .,-structures- 
unless they are flat-have always some, but “very little” torsion. 
This raises the questions if there are any non-flat torsion free GI.z-structures at all. The 
answer is affirmative: 
Theorem 0.3. (1) The holonomy of a torsion free G 1 ,?-connection is contained ir7 HI .2. Thus, 
el*ery torsion free G~,z-structure admits a (one-parameterfamily of) HI,?-reductions. 
(2) A regular torsion free HI ,2-structure with,full holonomy is determined by three parameters. 
Thus, HI,?-connections do exist, and H1.2 is therefore another exotic holonomy representation. 
(3) A regular torsion ,free HI ,2-connection always has an abelian 2-dimensional ocal .synl- 
m&v group. 
The last two statements of this theorem already illustrate the close relation of HI ,2-connections 
with the H3-connections where a similar kind of rigidity behaviour and symmetries occur [ 31. 
It follows that the torsion free GI,?-connections do not arise as moduli spaces of rational 
curves in a threefold. However, they can be realized as a moduli space of rational curves in a 
different way: 
Theorem 0.4. Given a G, ,I-connection on a sixfold Z whose torsion is a section of the bundle 
T 5 A’T”Z @ TZf rom Theorem 0.2. Then, at least locally, Z is the moduli space of rational 
crrwrs C in somejivgfold 3’ Hlhich integrate a rank 2 CfaJian system on ip. 
For example, if Z is the moduli space of rational curves in a threefold W, we can achieve 
this by letting :P := PTW with the canonical differential system [4], and identifying each curve 
(‘ 2 W with its canonical lift 2 C ip. 
Of course, there are many rank two Pfaffian systems which are not locally equivalent o this 
contact structure on IF)T W [5]. An interesting question is: 
U’hich rank two Pfqfian systems on a fivefold Y yield torsion free G I ,J-connections’? 
Since the moduli space of torsion free G I ,z-connections is only three dimensional by Theo- 
rem 0.3, those systems must be very special. The answer to this question will also shed some 
light onto the significance of H3-connections. We shall pursue this analysis in a sequel of the 
present paper. 
Our last result gives a characterization that reveals a beautiful relation of Hs- versus Gs- 
connections (since H3 E Gs, we may regard the former as a special case of the latter): 
Theorem 0.5. Let $j be a complex four$old. Then 3 admits a regular Hj-connection ifand only 
if the following holds: 
There is a sixfold Z with a regular G,,z-connection and an imbedding +j c, Z such that the 
connection on Y is the restriction of the connection on Z. 
Moreover, in this case the connection on Z is uniquely determined by its restriction to Y. 
Regularity of an Hj- and G 1.2-connection is a generic condition. For the exact definition, see 
[3] and Section 4 of this paper. 
The calculations in this paper make extensive use of the representation theory of SL(2, C) 
and SL(2, Cc) x SL(2, C), particularly an explicit version of the Clebsch-Gordan formula. For 
details, we refer the reader to [8] and [3]. 
The Clebsch-Gordan formula describes the irreducible decomposition of a tensor product of 
irreducible SL(2, Q-modules: 
min(m,n) 
17, c3 27, = @ xl+*-2p 
p=o 
A convenient ool to compute the decomposition of polynomials into their irreducible compo- 
nents are the bilinear pairings 
(. 9 .)p : VII c3 VI?! - Vn+m-2p 
It can be shown that these pairings are SL(2, C)-equivariant and therefore are the projections 
onto the summands of the Clebsch-Gordan formula. 
The Clebsch-Gordan formula for the irreducible representations of X(2, c) x SL(2, e) 
reads: 
min(il, j,) min(i*, j,) 
vil,i2 @ vjj,.j* = @ @ vil+jl-2pl. iz+j2-2p2 
PI=0 pz=o 
On these spaces, we define the pairings 
with the pairing (m, .)pk from above. Again, it can be shown that these pairings are SL(2, @) x 
SL(2, @)-equivariant and therefore are the projections onto the summands of the Clebsch- 
Gordan formula. 
In Section 1, we define the notion of a G-structure and intrinsic torsion which will be important 
in Section 3. To demonstrate the usefulness of this concept we include several examples. 
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In Section 2, we cite Kodaira’s Deformation Theorem [IO] which states that, under certain 
circumstances, the moduli space 2 of compact submanifolds of a given space W is itself a 
manifold. We construct a natural G-structure on this moduli space where G is the automorphism 
group of the normal bundle of an element of 2 in W, provided some stability condition (condition 
(A)) is satisfied. 
If Z is the moduli space of rational CUYV~S with positive semistable normal bundle, then 
condition (A) is satisfied and hence we get a G-structure on Z. In particular, if dim(W) = 3 we 
obtain G I .k-structures for some positive integer k. 
We then construct a certain class of connections on this G 1 ,k-structure, called speciul con- 
nections. These have the property that the submanifolds Z,, C Z with p E W, consisting of 
all C E 2 which pass through p, are totally geodesic. This yields some information about the 
torsion of special connections. 
In Section 3, we consider a contact threefold VI, and a rational contact curve C. We let H be 
the moduli space of rational contact curves close to C and 2 be the moduli space of all curves 
close to C. We then construct a Gk+i-structure on $j from the G ,,k-structure on Z, and show 
that every connection on Z restricts naturally to a connection on Y 5 Z. 
If k = 2, i.e., if the normal bundle of each C E Z is equivalent o o(2) @ O(2), then-using 
special connections-we show that the intrinsic torsion of Z is a section of a certain rank four 
bundle. This establishes Theorem 0.2. Also, the restriction of this connection to j is torsion 
free, hence we get a new proof that the Gs-structure on 9 is torsion free. 
In Section 4, we set up the structure equations for a torsionfree G I ,2-connection. It turns OUI 
that the first Bianchi identity forces the holonomy of such a connection to lie in HI ,I C: G I .z., 
hence we consider the structure equations for torsion free H 1 ,?-connections instead. These 
equations and their derivatives are similar-albeit more complex-to the structure equations 
for Hj-connections studied in [3]. In fact, methods similar to the ones used in [3] allow us 
to solve the structure equations explicitly. Their moduli space is then computed and we prove 
Theorem 0.3. 
Finally, in Section 5 we put together the results from Sections 3 and 4. First of all, we prove 
Theorem 0.1. Second, we determine those torsion free G I ,1-structures on 2 which restrict to a 
Gi-structure on some $l C 2 and demonstrate Theorem 0.5. Finally, we prove Theorem 0.4 and 
discuss some questions which our investigation raises. 
1. G-structures and intrinsic torsion 
Let M” be a (real or complex) manifold of dimension n. Let n : 5 + M be the c~frmw 
bundle of M, i.e., each u E 5 is a linear isomorphism u : T,,,,M_jV, where V is a fixed n-- 
dimensional (real or complex) vector space. Then 5 is naturally a principal right GL(V)-bundle 
over M, where the right action R, : 5 --+ 5 is defined by RR(u) = g-’ o u. The tautological 
1 Tfimn t9 on 3 with values in V is defined by letting 0(t) = u(n,(t)) for 6 E T,,S. For 8, we 
have the GL(V)-equivariance R,*(8) = g-‘8. 
Let G C GL(V) be a closed Lie subgroup and let g C gl(V) be the Lie algebra of G. A 
G-structure on M is, by definition, a G-subbundle F g 5. For any G-structure, we will denote 
the restrictions of r and 8 to F by the same letters. Given A E g we define the vector field A:, 
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on F by 
The vector fields A, are called the fundamental vertical vectorfields on F. It is evident that 
n,(A,) = 0 and thus 8(A,) = 0 for all A E g; in fact, {A, 1 A E g} = ker(n,). Moreover, for 
A, B E g it is well known that [A,, B,] = [A, B],. 
Let x E M and u E X-‘(X). The Lie algebra gs := u-‘gu C gL(T,M) is independent of 
the choice of U, and the union gF := U, gX is a vector subbundle of T*M 8 TM. 
Now we shall consider the$rst Spencer map Sp : V* @ gI(V) --+ A2V* 8 V which is defined 
by skew-symmetrization of the first two factors of V* @I gl(V) 2 V* 8 V* 8%‘. Since g C gI(V) 
we may consider the restriction of Sp to V* @I g, and we define g(l) and H”,2(g) by requiring 
that the following sequence be exact: 
0 + g(1) + v* @ g z= A2v* @I v 5 Ho*=(g) + 0. (1.1) 
In the same way, we can define vector bundles gg’ and H:2 over M via the exact sequence 
0 ---+ 8’:’ + T*M @ gF sp\ A2T*M @ TM 5 H;= + 0. (1.2) 
From now on, we will denote points in M by x and points in F by U. Moreover, e, 6’ denote 
tangent vectors on F and we let tU = n,(t,), 5: = TC,(&:) etc. 
A connection on F is a g-valued l-form w on F satisfying the conditions 
w(A,) = A forallA Eg,and 
R;(o) = g&g forallg E G. 
Given a connection w, its torsion 0 is the V-valued 2-form given by 
O=de+or\@. 
From (1.3) and (1.4) it follows that there is a section Tor of A2T * M @I TM satisfying 
O(&, 6:) = u (Tor(g,, g;)) for all t,, e: E T,F and all u E F. 




Now let o’ be another connection on F, and let 0’ and Tor’ represent its torsion. From (1.3) 
it follows that there is a section (Y of the bundle T * M C3 gF such that 
From (1.4)-( 1.6) we obtain for the torsion 
(0’ - @)(&, 6:) = u (o&J . g: - 4gJ . gu) > 
and hence, (Tor’ - Tor)(t, 6’) = a(g) .g’ - a($‘). g = Sp(a)(t, 6’) for all c, f’ E T,M. 
Thus, we conclude that 
Tor’ = Tor + Sp(cr). (1.7) 
This implies that the section t := pr(Tor) of the bundle H:* is independent of the choice of 
w and therefore only depends on the G-structure F. 
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Definition 1.1. Let n : F + M be a G-structure. 
(1) The vector bundle r$ o,2 is called the intrinsic torsion bundle of F. 
(2) The section t of H; defined above is called the intrinsic torsion of F. 
(3) F is called torsionfree if its intrinsic torsion t = 0. 
The following proposition is then immediate from (1.7). 
Proposition 1.2. Let n : F --+ M be a G-structure and let 5 be its intrinsic torsion. 
(I> If o is any section of A2T*M @ TM such that pr(a) = t then there is a connection on 
F whose torsion section Tor equals cr. 
(2) There is a torsion free connection on F if and only if F is torsion free. 
(3) If F is torsion free then there is a one-to-one correspondence between torsion free con- 
nections on F and sections of gzf ‘. In particular, lfg (‘) = 0 then the torsion free connection on 
F is unique. 
We will give some examples for this concept. 
Examples 1.3. (1) Let G = O(p, q) E GL(V) with V = R” and n = p + q. A G-structure on 
M’* is equivalent o a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M of signature (p, q). One can show that 
SP : v* 63 o(p, 4) + A2V* @ V is an isomorphism. Thus, 0”’ = 0 and H”.2(g) = 0. Then 
Proposition I .2 implies that there is a unique torsionfree connection on such a G-structure. Of 
course, this reproves precisely the existence and uniqueness of the Levi-Civita connection of ,a 
(pseudo-)Riemannian metric [ 111. 
(2) Suppose n = 2m and let G = GL(m, C) E GL(n, R). A G-structure on M” is equivalent 
toanalmostcomplexstructureonM.ThenH”~’(gI(m, C)) = {$J E A2(Cn)*@nCn 1 @(ix, y) = 
-i$(x, y)}. Moreover, the intrinsic torsion is given by the Nijenhuis tensor. It is well known 
that the vanishing of this tensor, i.e., the torsion freeness of the G-structure, is equivalent o the 
integrability of the almost complex structure. [111 
(3) Suppose n = 2m and let G = Sp(m) E GL(n, IQ. A G-structure on Mn is equivalent o 
a non-degenerate 2-form o on M, i.e., U” # 0. One can show that H”~‘(~p(m)) = A”R” and 
that the intrinsic torsion is represented by the 3-form dw. Thus, the G-structure is torsion free 
if and only if w is a symplectic form. 
From these examples it should become evident that for many naturally arising G-structures 
the vanishing of the intrinsic torsion implies, in some sense, the “most natural integrability 
condition” of the underlying geometric structure. 
2. G-structures on moduli spaces of compact submanifolds 
Let W be a complex manifold of (complex) dimension d + r. 
Definition 2.1. By an analytic family of compact submanifolds of dimension d of W we shall 
mean a pair (N, Z) of a complex manifold 2 and a complex analytic submanifold N of W x Z of 
codimension r with the property that for each t E Z, the intersection N n (W x t) is a compact 
connected submanifold of W x t of dimension d. 
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We call Z the mod& space of the family (3\1‘, Z). The canonical projections of ?4 onto W and 
Z will be denoted by prr and pr, respectively. 
For each point t E Z, we set 
We may identify C, x t with Ct and consider N as afamily consisting of compact submanifolds 
ct, t E 2, of w. 
From now on, we shall use the notational convention H’(E) := H’(C, O(E)) for a vector 
bundle E + C. 
Let Nt -+ Ct be the normal bundle of C, in W. There is a natural imbedding qt : T,Z L, 
H’(N,) [lo] and we shall use Q to regard CZ as a subspace of H’(N,). 
Definition 2.2. An analytic family (?I”, Z) is called complete at t E Z if vr is an isomorphism. 
(lu’, Z) is called complete if it is complete at t for all t E 2. 
We now state one of the most famous classical theorems of the subject: 
Kodaira’s Deformation Theorem. ([lo]) Let C & W be a compact submanifold of W of 
dimension d. Let N + C be the normal bundle of C in W. Zf H’(N) = 0 then there exists a 
complete analytic family (N, Z) such that C = C,, for some to E Z. 
Let E -+ C be a holomorphic vector bundle and denote the group of equivalences of E with 
itself by Aut(E). Since each 4 E Aut(E) induces an isomorphism 4 : 0(E) + (3(E), we 
obtain a natural representation (Y, : Aut( E) + GL( H * (E)). 
Definition 2.3. An analytic family (N, Z) is said to satisfy condition (A) if 
(i) for any tl , t2 E 2 the normal bundles Nr, + C, , i = 1,2, are equivalent, and 
(ii) the representation ayg : Aut(N,) + GL( H’(N,)) is faithful and has closed image for all 
t E 2. 
Consider now a complete analytic family (N, 2) satisfying condition (A). Let E + C be a 
vetor bundle which is equivalent to the normal bundles Nt + C, for all t E 2, and let G := 
Aut(E). Let V := Ho(E), and let 
be the V-coframe bundle of Z. Now consider the principal bundle n : F + Z with 
( 
E + NI 
F ‘= ’ ’ ./ 1 r r bZ;ndle equivalence ’ 
1 c w c, 
(2.1) 
We can define a bundle imbedding < : F c-) 5 (and thereby justify the double use of the 
symbol n) as follows: given z E F, there is an induced isomorphism i : V + H’(N,). Then 
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q, o i : V + T, Z is also a linear isomorphism, thus (qr o i))’ is a point in 5. From condition (A) 
it follows that the definition c(z) := (qt o i)- ’ is indeed one-to-one, and moreover, the image 
c(F) is a G-structure on Z. Identifying F with C(F), we regard F as a G-structure on 2, where 
the principal G-action on F is given by Rg(z) := I (3 g. 
If we set Q := c*(0), where 8 is the tautological form on 5, then 
By a slight abuse of language, we shall call Q the tuutoEogicaZ form on F. 
(2.2) 
Thus, for a complete analytic family (N, Z) satisfying condition (A), we have constructed an 
induced G-structure on the moduli space Z. 
For the remainder of this section, (N, 2) will stand for a complete analytic family of rational 
curves satisfying condition (A), i.e., we assume that d = 1 and C, 2 P’ for all t E 2. 
It is well known that every k-dimensional vector bundle E -+ P’ satisfies 0(E) 2 (3(m I) $ 
~~~@(3(m~)forsomeintegersmi,i = l,... , k. Moreover, it is not hard to show that E satisfies 
condition (ii) in Definition 2.3 if and only if mi 3 0 for all i and ml + . . + mk > 0. In this 
case, the automorphism group decomposes as 
GSGxSSL(2,Q with ~‘GGL(n,,@)x...xGL(nl,~), 
where the IZ;‘s are the multiplicities of the mi’s. [7] 
An interesting question is to determine the intrinsic torsion of such a G-structure or at least 
to understand its vanishing. To do this, we will construct connections on F and make some 
statements about their torsion. 
Let 
p : x(2, C) x P’ + IP’ 
denote the action of X(2, C) on lP’ by Mobius transformations. Let us fix once and for all the 
reference point 
x0 := [O : l] E P’, 
Consider (N, Z) as before. Let 
P := { I : p’ --+ C, 1 t E Z, I a biholomorphism} 
be the parameter space of Z. Then the obvious projection 
Ycp.z : P + z 
is a principal X(2, Q-bundle, where the principal action is defined by R,(I) = 1 o p(g). There 
is another projection 
which maps a bundle isomorphism I : E -_, N, to the underlying biholomorphism c : P’ -+ C,. 
irF,P yields another principal bundle with structure group 6 = G/%,(2, C). Finally, there is a 
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projection 
lcp,TJ : P + N 
which projects 1. : P’ + C, to (&~a), t) E 3\r. This projection yields a principal bundle whose 
structure group is the stabilizer G,, S G. 
Summarizing, we have the following commutative diagram: 
Now let us fix to E Z and let C := C,. If we denote the tangent and the normal bundle of C 
by zc and Nc respectively then we have the exact sequence 
0 + tc + TWlc + NC + 0, (2.3) 
where TW denotes the holomorphic tangent bundle of W. Since C Z P’ , this sequence splits. 
Also, from (2.3) we get the exact sequence 
0 + Hom(Nc, rc) -+ Hom(TWlc, tc) + Hom(tc, tc) -+ 0, 
which in turn induces the exact sequence 
(2.4) 
Let 
0 + H’(Hom( NC, XC)) + H’(Hom(TWlc, tc)) 5 H’(Hom(rc, rc)). (2.5) 
SC := (n*)-‘(id,) E H’(Hom(TWlc, tc)), 
where id, is regarded as an element of Ho ( Hom( tc , tc )) . Even though rc * need not be surjective 
in general, SC is non-empty; namely, SC consists of all splitting maps of the exact sequence 
(2.3). Therefore, SC is an affine subspace of H’(Hom(TWJc, tc)) whose dimension equals 
that of HO(Hom(Nc, tc)). 
Condition (A) implies that the exact sequences (2.3)-(2.5) are independent of the choice of 
to E Z, hence so is the dimension of SC. In fact, the union 
s := u SC, 
tcz 
forms an affine bundle over Z, called the split-bundle of 2. 
Lemma 2.4. Given a local section o : U + S, t H a, of the split-bundle S, let Pu := n,\(U). 
There is a unique holomorphic connection 8 on ~tp,z : PU + U such that 
(2.6) 
for all 6 E 7;1 P, where t = np,z(~) and 5 = (pr, mp.~)*O>. 
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Proof. First of all, note that equation (2.6) is well defined: G(t) E 5I(2, @), and therefore both 
sides are contained in T,,,IP’ . 
Let rr($) be the right hand side of (2.6). Then a is a holomorphic 1 -form on Pu with values 
in T,,,P’. Moreover, it is easy to see that p,(A, O,,,) = a(A,) for all A E 5L(2, Cc), where A;, 
denotes the fundamental vector field corresponding to A. 
We define a basis (A 1, A?, A?} of s1(2, @) by the equation 
=aA, +bA2 +cA3. 
Clearly, ,o,(A,, O,,,) = 0 for i = 1, 2. We define the complex-valued 1 -form c?? by the 
equation &3(t) p*(Aj, O,,,) = CT({), and let cil := CA?(&) and & := ~C,Q(~L), where C 
denotes the Lie derivative. 
It is left to the reader to verify that the sI(2. c)-valued l-form 
defines a connection with the desired property and that this choice is unique. 0 
Geometrically, the interpretation of the connection 6 is the following. Suppose we have a 
local section (T : ‘U + S and a curve v :I+U~ZforsomeopensetZ~@,O~I.Then 
a horizontal lift j7 : I + P of y can be regarded as a map r : I x IP’ -+ ‘W such that T(r, _) 
parametrizes v(t). 
Given a parametrization c : IP’ + v(O), we then define r uniquely by requiring that 
(1) rco, x) = I(X) for all x E JP 
(2) cr,(iT(r,x))=O foralltEIandallxEP’. 
It is then easy to verify that the r thus determined is the horizontal lift of v with respect to 
the connection 6. 
Definition 2.5. A holomorphic connection w on I-C : F -+ Z is called special if there exists a 
holomorphic section (J of the split-bundle S -+ Z, and a i-valued l-form & on F such that 
with 8 as in Lemma 2.4. Here, we use the decomposition g 2 B @ 51(2, @1). 
Proposition 2.6. Let (IV, Z) and n : F -+ Z be as before. Every to E Z has a neighborhood 
11 g 2 such that the restricted bundle T : Fl[ -+ U with Fl[ := n-‘(U) admits a special 
connection. 
Proof. The proof is almost obvious: choose U sufficiently small such that n : Fli -+ U admits 
a holomorphic connection w = iT, + 4 where & and $ are holomorphic 1 -forms with values in g 
and 51(2, @) respectively. After shrinking U we may also assume that the split-bundle S admits 
a holomorphic section 0 over ‘Ll. Then the form w := 133 + 6 is a special connection. 0 
An important characterization of special connections comes from the following 
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Proposition 2.7. For every p E IV, let Z,, := {t E Z 1 p E C,}. If Z, # 0 then 2, is a 
smooth submanifold of Z with codim(2,) = dim(W) - 1. The tangent space of 2, at t E Z, 
is H’(C,, O(N,) - p) S H”(N1) E T,Z. Moreover, 2, is totally geodesic with respect o any 
special connection u. 
Proof. The proof of the first two parts is left to the reader. 
To show that Z, is totally geodesic, let to E 2, and pick a biholomorphism ~0 : p’ --+ C,, 
such that Q(XO) = p. Then ~0 E n,],(to). We also pick a bundle isomorphism za : E -+ N,, 
such that zo E rr;,‘, (10). Here, E --+ p’ is a vector bundle which is isomorphic to 0(N,) + C, 
for all t E Z. 
Let w = W + ~9 be a special connection on F where B is a section of the split-bundle S. Let 
I 5 C be an open neighborhood of 0, and consider a geodesic y : I + Z with ~(0) = to 
and y’(O) E T,,Z,. Let 7 : I + P and p : Z + F be the horizontal lifts of y to P and F 
respectively with p(O) =CO and y(O) = ZO. 
Define P : I x F1 += IV by I (z, x) := ~(z)(x). Since 7 is horizontal and thus, in particular, 
- G(j?(z)) = 0 for all z, it follows that 
oy,(~T(z, x0)) = 0 for all z E I. (2.7) 
On the other hand, since y is a geodesic, we conclude from (2.2) that { (7 (2)) (v’(z)) E Ho(E) 
is independent of z and thus vanishes at xc for all z. It follows that 
$F(z, x0) is tangent o CVcz, for all z E I. (2.8) 
But (2.7) and (2.8) together imply that 
$P(r,xc) =0 forallz E I, 
and thus I’(z, x0) = p for all z E I. But this means v(z) E 2, for all z and this completes the 
proof. 0 
This proposition yields immediately 
Corollary 2.8. If w is a special connection on Z and Tor : A2Ho(Nt) --+ H’(N,) is its torsion 
then 
Tor(A2Ho(C,, WNA - PN G H”G, WW - p) 
for all p E Ct. 
Since torsion is a local concept, Proposition 2.6 together with Corollary 2.8 will allow us to 
make some assumptions about the intrinsic torsion of F. This will be applied in the following 
sections. 
We shall also need one further property of special connections. Its proof is immediate from 
(2.2) and (2.6). 
Proposition 2.9. Let Y := HO@“, O(k) @ O(k) - x0) be the space of global sections of 
(3(k) 633 (3(k) which vanish at no and let 0’ := jj G3 bx, C g where IjxO L 51(2, e) is the 
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infinitesimal stabilizer of xg under p. Consider the projection pr, 0xF.a. : F -+ W. If w is a 
special connection on F then 
ker(pr, OnF.N)* = {t E TF I (0 + w)(t) E y @ $3’). 
3. Moduli spaces of rational contact curves 
In this entire section, we shall assume that dim(W) = 3 and that W carries a holomorphic 
contact structure, i.e., a holomorphic line bundle L C T*W with the property that for every 
non-vanishing local section K in L, the local 3-form K A dK does not vanish anywhere. 
By a standard notational ambiguity we will denote by 0(n) both the (unique) line bundle of 
degree n over IP’ and the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of this line bundle. 
Let us first of all cite the following 
Proposition 3.1. ([3]) Let W denote a complex contact 3-fold with contact line bundle 
I, C T*W. Let C s W be an imbedded rational contact curve, and suppose that Llc 2: 
0(--k - 1) for some integer k 3 0. Then 
(1) NC 2 0(k) 69 (3(k), where NC denotes the normal bundle of C in W, 
(2) the moduli space 2 of imbedded rational curves is smooth and of complex dimension 
2k + 2 near C, and 
(3) the subspace $4 G Z of rational contact curves in W is a smooth analytic submanifold of 
2. of dimension k + 2. 
For the remainder of this section we shall assume that k > 0. It follows that 2 is a complett 
analytic family of rational curves satisfying condition (A). 
Let E := 0(k) @ O(k). Then 
G := Aut(E) = GL(2, @) x SL(2, @), 
where the first factor GL(2, @) consists of those automorphisms which fix the base space 
If”‘, and the second factor SL(2, @) consists of automorphisms which are induced by Mobius 
transformations of P’. As an Aut(E)-module, TcZ 2 H’(O(k) @ (3(k)) Z 171.k. 
Let L’ E TW be the 2-plane bundle anihilated by the sections of L. For local sections 6, 6 
and K of L’ and L respectively, the pairing (t A t’, K) ++ dK(<, <‘) is easily seen to be tensorial 
and non-degenerate, hence induces a bundle isomorphism A’(L’) --% L*. Also, we have the 
canonical short exact sequence 
0-+L’-+TW+L*+=O, (3.1‘) 
where TW is the holomorphic tangent bundle of W. 
Now let C E Y 5 Z. Since C is a contact curve, we have an inclusion 0 + t + L- 1 C, 
where 5 is the tangent bundle of C, and from there it follows that 
Thus, since t g O(2), we must have Lllc/r 2 (3(k - 1). From (3.1) we also have the short 
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exact sequence 
(3.2) 
where Nc denotes the normal bundle of C in W. 
Since H’(L’]c/t) g H’(O(k - 1)) = 0, (3.2) induces the short exact sequence 
0 - HO(LLlc/t) &- H"(Nc) 3 H’(L*l,-) ---+ 0. 
Lemma 3.2. Let C E V and .$ E Tcy C TcZ G H’(Nc). Ifpr(c) E H’(L*lc) vanishes at 
p E C of order at least two, then c-regarded as a section of NC-vanishes at p. 
Proof. Given < E Tcy as above, we pick a holomorphic curve y : I --+ 3 with y (0) = C and 
y’(O) = 6 where Z C c is an open neighborhood of 0. Let I : Z x P’ + W be a holomorphic 
map such that r(t, -) is a parametrization of y(t) for all t. We may assume P(O, x0) = p with 
x0 := [O : l] E r?‘. 
First, suppose that P is a local biholomorphism from a neighborhood of (0, x0) to U C 227. 
Then the holomorphic vector fields 
X := $(t,x) and Y := g(t,x) 
are well defined on U. 
Let K be a local contact form on U. Then we have 
ddx,, Yp> = XpW’)) - Yp(~(x)) - K([X, YIP). 
But all three terms on the right hand side vanish: the first one vanishes because Y is tangent o 
the contact curves v(t), thus K(Y) = 0. The second one vanishes because-by hypothesis-the 
function K(X) : (U n C) -+ @ vanishes of order two at p. Finally, [X, Y] = 0 from the 
definition of X and Y, thus the third term vanishes as well. 
The vanishing of pr(e) at p implies that X, E Li, hence X,, Yp span Li. But this together 
with dK(X,, YP) = 0 implies that (K A dK)p = 0 which is impossible. 
Therefore, r is not a local biholomorphism at (0, x0), i.e., ar/at(O, x0) must be tangent to 
C. But this implies exactly that 6 vanishes at p. 0 
Corollary 3.3. For every C E v, the restriction pr : Tc$4 -+ H’(L*lc) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 we know that dim(T,-y) = k + 2 = dim(H”(L*lc)), and from 
Lemma 3.2 it follows that ker(pr) fl Tcy = 0. 0 
Recall that the sequence (3.2) is equivalent o 
0 + (3(k - 1) += (3(k) @ (3(k) -+ 0(k + 1) + 0. 
It is easy to show that-up to equivalence-the maps in this exact sequence are uniquely 
determined. More specifically, one can show that for every C E $j, there are bundle isomorphisms 
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&. , &. and 4: such that the diagram 
0 * 0(k - 1) + (3(k) @(3(k) ----+ 0(k + 1) d 0 
@; 1 4C 1 0: 1 
0 - l!AIc/t - NC d L*lc __, 0 
commutes, and for the induced commutative diagram 
I E!L 
o- Ilk-1 - v71.k - vk+l -----+ 0 
(3.3) 
(@;.)* 1 4;. 1 (qq)’ 1 (3.4) 
0 - HO(L’(c/t> > H"(Nc) p’ H”(L*lc) ---+ 0, 
WehaVe1_(Uk_l) =x~(y.Uk_l)-Y~((X.Uk-l),andpr(UI~vk) =Ul’ukforallui,r$ EV;. 
Here, we used the natural identifications H’(o(n)) E V,, and H”(O(n> $0(n)) E Vl.n for any 
integer n > 0. 
Let us define the vector subspaces V’ and V” of Vr,k by 
v’ := {x @ u, + y @ uy 1 u E vk+l), 
where u,~ and ~1,~ denote partial derivatives, and 
v” := c(vk_3) = {x @ (y. u) - y 8 (x . u) ) u E v&l}. 
Then VI ,k = V’ @ 17” is easily verified. 
Proposition 3.4. Let C E $I 2 Z be a rational contact curve and consider bundle isomorphisms 
&-, 4; and 4: which induce the commutative diagrams (3.3) and (3.4). Then we have 
$;(V’) = Tc$l and 4(*(V”) = z(H”(L’lc/r)). (3.5) 
Proof. The map n : vk+l -+ V t,k given by 
n(u) := & . (x c3 u, + y @ UJ 
splits the top exact sequence of (3.4). Thus, Corollary 3.3 implies that there is a map 6 : Vk, I --+ 
Vk-I such that TcY = $({(?j + I o 6)(u) 1 u E vk+_l}). 
Since Vi+, @ Vk_, 2 Vzk @ V2k_2 @ . . . ~33 172 it follows that there are polynomials u, E V;, 
i = 2,4, . . . 2k such that 
a(u) = b, V2k)k+l + (u, VZk-2)k + . ’ + (u, 212)2. 
From Lemma 3.2 and an easy calculation we conclude that 6 must satisfy the following condition: 
if r21u for some r E ‘VI, u E Vk+, then rlS(u). (3.6) 
Using the SL(2, @)-equivariance of (., .) we compute that for any r E 271, r IB(rk+‘) if and only 
if r 1 v2k. Thus, (3.6) implies that every r E V 1 divides V2k, hence u?k = 0. 
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Next, a similar calculation shows that r16(rks) for all s E Vr if and only if TIv~~-2. Again, 
this together with (3.6) implies u2&2 = 0. 
Continuing with similar arguments, we see successively that u2k = @k_2 = . . . = v2 = 0, 
thus 6 = 0, and this shows the first equation in (3.5). The second equation is immediate from 
the commutativity of (3.4). Cl 
Proposition 3.5. Let Fs~ := x-’ (Y) with the principal G-bundle n : F + Z from (2.1) and 
let n2 : & -+ Y denote the total Vk+l -coframe bundle of Y. The set 
i’ := c#qy : (3(k) ~3 (3(k) + NC C E 9, C$C a bundle isomorphism 
which satisjies (3.5). S F2 
is a reduction of Fy with structure group 
GA := [(c . A, A) 1 c E @*, A E SL(2, C)} _C G. 
Moreover, the map 
< : k -_) & 
$c * @o (@-’ : TcV -+ vk+l) 
is an imbedding, and the image c(k) C 5% is a Gk+l -structure on Y. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward: first of all, by our previous discussion we know that 
n-‘(C) II k # 0 for all C E Y. Moreover, if $L, 4: E kc, then @ := ($L)-’ o & E 
Aut(O(k) @ O(k)) must satisfy +*(V’) = 17’ and +*(V”) = 17”. This is the case precisely if 
@ E GA. Thus k is a GA-reduction of Fy . The verification of the stated properties of { is left 
to the reader. •! 
By abuse of notation, we shall identify fi with c(P) and thus regard fi as a Gk+r-stiIXture 
on 3. The tautological l-form of TC : p -+ Y is then given by 
i=pro(@lp). 
The decomposition vr,k = 27’ @ V” induces the decomposition 
v;,k @ vr,k = (,‘* @ v’) @ (v’* ‘8 v”) @ (v”* @ v’) @ (v”* @ v”). 
Projection onto the first direct summand composed with conjugation by prlvl yields a homo- - 
morphism 
P : d(vl,k) + !d(vk+l). 
It is not hard to verify that the l-form 
i% := (p OO)l~ 
yields a connection on n : k + Y. 
Definition 3.6. (1) A G 1 &-connection is a triple (n : F += Z, 8, CO) of a Gr,k-reduction F of 
2 and the tautological and connection l-forms 8 and w. 
(2) Likewise, a Gk+r-connection is a triple (n : k + $j,6, &) of a Gk+t-reduction fi of Y 
and the tautological and connection 1 -forms 6’ and $. 
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(3) Suppose (n : F + Z, 19, o) and (n : k -+ y, 6,h) are a Gl.k-connection and a 
Gk+l -connection respectively and suppose there is an injective bundle map 
suchthat = pro0l,and& = POWIF. Then (17 : k -+ 3, 8, &) is called a restriction of 
i~:F-t2,0,u),whereas(n:F~Z,8,w)iscalledanextensionof(~:~-,lil,8,G). 
The following proposition is straightforward and the proof is omitted. 
Proposition 3.7. If the G 1 ,k-connection (n : F + Z, 8, w> is an extension of the Gk+l- 
connection (13 : i; --, Y, I?,&) and if 0 and 6 denote the torsion of or, and & respectively 
then 
0 = proElF. 
Definition 3% A connection on nv : k A y is called special if it is the restriction of a special 
connection on n : F -+ Z. 
Of course, from our discussion preceding Definition 3.6 we know that if Z is the moduli. 
space of rational curves in IV whose normal bundle is equivalent o 0(k) $ (3(k) and if $,i C: 2, 
is the subset of contact curves then every connection on 7t : F 3 2, has a restriction to the 
Gk+l -structure n : k + 9. 
Let us now investigate the intrinsic torsion of both the G~,A-structure n : F -+ Z and the 
Gk+l -structure n2 : b --f W. The Spencer sequence (1.1) reads 
0 + 8::: + vT,k @ g1.k J% A’VT, &I v,,, + NO.‘(g,,J f 0, 
and (3.731 
0 ----+ g;‘:, + v,++, @ gk+l -% AliVk*+, @ &+, + H”.‘(gx+,) f 0. 
Lemma3.9. Ifka2thengif: =Oandg:y, =O. 
Proof. Let cp E gill. We regard cp as a linear map cp : V 1 ,A + g 1.k. Pick two arbitrary bases 
(rl, Y:) and (~1, ~2) of VI. Then the set {pi 8 sF-.‘si 1 i = 1, 2, j = 0, . . , k) forms a basis of 
l’,.k. We have 
@(l-l (8 si;))(Q @ 3;) - (Co(rz @ &)(v, @ s:> = 0. 
If we let ~(ri @$) := (A;, Bi) for i = 1,2 be the decomposition in g1.k E gL(2, C) @5L(2, C), 
then this equation reads 
((AI . u)@ $) + (~2 @ (BI . &> - ((A 2. r,) @ sf) - (Y1 (8 (B2 ’ sf)) = 0. (3.8, 
Note that B1 . st E Span{sls[-‘, s,k}. Taking the (Q @ x1.$’ )-component of (3.8) with respect 
to the above basis we conlude that s$ is an eigenvector of II,. Since this is true for any sz which 
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is linearly independent of si , it follows that Bi is a multiple of the identity. On the other hand, 
trace(Bi) = 0. Thus, we have Bi = 0. 
Likewise, AI = 0, hence q(ri 8 s:) = 0 for arbitrary yl, sl E Vi. Since elements of this 
form span all of Vi,k, p = 0 follows. 
The proof of the second statement is of similar nature but simpler. We omit the details. 0 
To calculate the irreducible components of (3.7), note that as a G-module, gl,k E ‘Va,s $ 
232.0 63 Va,z. In fact, the equivalence is determined by the equation 
(PO,0 + P2,o + Po,2) * ql,k := (PO,05 c?l,k)O,O + b2,0, wJl,O + (PO,2> wJO,l (3.9) 
for all pi,j E Vi,j and qi,k E ‘Vi,k. 
For the rest of this section we shall assume that k = 2. In this case, a calculation shows that 
the decomposition of the Spencer sequence (3.7) into irreducible submodules is 
o --$ R,o @ W,2 @ 27~4 SP %,O @ 3%,2 @ 2%~ @ VI,6 171,4 @ vl.6 
@v3,2 ev3.0 @ v3,2 @ v3,4 - w3,o @ v3,4 -+ O* 
More explicitly, if (p E VT,2 @ 81,2, then there are elements ri,j, r(,j, I(:~ E Vi,j such that for 
PI,2 E VI.29 
dPl,2) = (h2, Pl,2)1,2) + (@3,2, Pl,2)1,2 + (ri,2, P1,2)0,2) 
+ (h,4, Pl,2)1,2 + (r ;‘,29 Pl,Z)l,l + ho, p1,2)1,0) 
E Vo.0 CD 272,o @ vo,2. 
(3.10) 
Likewise, for any T E A2VT,, @ V 1,2, there are elements Si,j , s:, j, s(lj E Vi,j such that for all 
P, 4 E VI,29 
T(P, 4) = h,2, (P, 4)l,o)o,z + b1,4, (P, 6?)1,o)o.3 + @I,67 (P, q)l,o)o,4 
+ (s1.0, (PI 4)0,1)1,0 + @,29 (P, 4)0.1)1,1 + ($4, (P, q)o,1)1.2 
(3.11) 
+ b3,0, (P, q)O,l)2,0 + b3,2, (P, q)O,l)2,1 + (x3,4, (P, q)O,l)2,2 
+ tsy,2, (PY 9) 1,2)0,0* 
Using the tulle (sl,2, sl,4, sl.6, sl.0, $2, S;,4, S3,0, s3,2, S3,4, S;‘,2) as coordinates for A2VT,2 (8 
V 1,~) another calculation shows that 
Sp(6D) = (-ih,2 - 3ri,, + 4rit2), -$rl,4, 0, f-1,0, 
-$@I,2 + rj,2 - 4r;t219 -$-1,4, 0, -ir3,2, 
0, -$@-I.2 - 3ri,2 - 8r;1,2)), 
(3.12) 
where the ri,j’s are determined by (p as in (3.10). 
Lemma 3.10. Let Z be as before, and suppose that WI is a special connection on Z. Then 
another connection ~2 on Z is special if and only if there are functions ri, j , r( j on F with values 
in Vi,j such that 
w2 = 01 + (b-1,2, @1,2) + (b-3,2, @1,2 + (r;,2, 8)0,2) + (h,0, @LO). (3.13) 
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Here, we use the identijication (3.9) to regard the q’s as V 0,~) $ Vz,() $ I’~~,~-valued 1:ftirm.s 
on F. 
Proof. First of all, we define the vector bundles V,,, .- F F XG V,,, over 2. Recall from Section 
1 that the difference between two connections on F -+ Z is determined by a section of the 
bundle T*Z @ gF. Since by (3.9) we have gF Z V& 63 V[o cl3 V{Izq we can decompose 
T*z@ gI; = B,‘; @ B[ with 
BF := T*Z @ (V’ @VP ) and 
B_: := T*Z,@ vi;: 
2.0 ’ 
A := U HO(Hom(Nc,, tc,)) + Z. 
tc:. 
For a fixed t E 2, Hom(Nc,, tc,) g Hom(0(2) @ o(2), o(2)) 2: 0(O) @ 0(O), hence 
H”(Hom(Nc,, tc~,)) 2 VI,,, as a G-module, and thus A 2 V[o. 
Let us fix a special connection wg = W + &I with some section 00 of the split bundle S + Z. 
Given a local section 6 of A, we let o := W + 6 with g := CTO + 6, and define ~&(a) := w - wo. 
From Lemma 2.4 it is easy to verify that I@(S) is a local section of B[ E T*Z @ g,C, that the 
correspondence S H $(S) determines a bundle map + : A + Bc, and that $ is independent 
of the choice of wg. Also, it is obvious that + is non-vanishing, hence by Schur’s Lemma 
$(A, = V;,, c B:. 
Let 01 = 0, +%I be the decomposition of the special connection wI where (TV is a section 
of the split bundle S. Then 02 is special if and only if w? = 02 + 62 for some section mz of S, 
if and only if 01 - 01 = (02 - &I) + $(S) where 6 := (~2 - (~1 is a section of A, if and only if 
ti)? - ol is a section of B,f; $ +(A) = Br @ Vro 2 T*Z @I gF. 
Comparing (3.13) with (3.10), we see that this is satisfied if and only if (3.13) holds. 0 
Theorem 3.11. Let Z be the moduli space qf rational curves in a 3:fold W whose normal 
bundle is equivalent o O(2) @ O(2), and let n : F --+ Z be the associated G I.?-structure. Then 
tilere is a unique connection o on F and a function ~3.0 : F -+ 173.0 such that the torsion qf’w 
i.v given b? 
Moreover, w is a special connection. 
This simple form of the torsion is quite remarkable; indeed, Lemma 3.9 implies that fork = 2, 
rank( HF2) = 48. Thus, Theorem 3.11 says that most of the intrinsic torsion of F vanishes. 
Proof. First of all, note that it suffices to prove the theorem locally, i.e., we need to show that 
F can be covered by open sets U; on which a connection w; with the stated properties exists. 
Then. by uniqueness, o; and w; must coincide on lf; n U;. thus w, is the restriction to ‘U, of a 
connection w defined on all of F. In the proof, we will replace Ui by Z and thus we may assume 
that all local properties of Z hold globally. 
By Proposition 2.6 we can find a special connection 00 on F. Then there are functions 
(,sI,?, ~1.4, . . ,, .Y;:~) on F with values in V,,2, V,,a, . . , VI .? respectively such that the torsion 
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00 of 00 is given by OO(~, 6’) = TO@, q) with p = Q(t), q = O(c’), and where To(p, q) is 
determined by the si,j’s as in (3.11). 
We call TO : F + A2VT 2 @ V],z the torsion map of wg. By abuse of notation, we write 
To = s1.2 + Sl,4 + . f . + sy2. 
Weshallsaythatr E V] dividesp E V],kandwriterIpifp =x@p]+y@p2andrdivides 
both pl and ~2. From Corollary 2.8 we obtain the following criterion: 
If for r E V] and p, q E V1,2 we have rip and rlq then also rlTo(u)(p, q). (3.14) 
From (3.14), we can conclude that some of the si,j’s must vanish identically. For example, 
let p := x 8 r2 and q := y @ r2 for r E V]. Then (p, q)o,] = (p, q)],2 = 0 and (p, q)].o = 
1@r4 E Vo.4. Sincerlp andrlq, (3.14)impliesthatrlTo(u)(p, q).Aneasycomputationshows 
that this is the case if and only if r Is],6(u). But this must be true for all r E 171 and u E F, thus 
we conclude s],6 = 0. 
By similar calculations we see that (3.14) is satisfied if and only if 
s],4 = s;,4 = s],6 = s3,4 = s;‘,2 - 2s1.2 = 0. (3.15) 
From here it follows that the intrinsic torsion of the G1,2-structure is represented by ss,o. 
Also, from (3.12) and (3.15) it follows that TO - ~3.0 = Sp(q) for some function rp : F -+ 
V7T,2@g],2 whoser],4 andr;‘, component vanish. Then Lemma 3.10 implies that the connection 
w := wg - q is still special, and if we let T be the torsion map of w then by (1.7) we have 
T = To - Sp(q) = $0.3. Thus, the torsion of the special connection o is of the desired form. 
The uniqueness follows from Proposition 1.2 together with Lemma 3.9. 0 
Definition 3.12. The unique special connection from Theorem 3.11 is called the intrinsic con- 
nection of 2. 
Theorem 3.13. Let W be a contact 3-fold with contact line bundle L + W, and let $j be 
the moduli space of rational contact curves C such that L 1~ 2 0(-3). Then there is a unique ,. 
torsion free connection A on the G3-structure n2 : F + $j. Moreover, 6j is special. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 3 5 2 is a submanifold with Z as in Theorem 3.11. Let 00 be the 
intrinsic connection on Z, and let s3 : F + 173 be such that s3 @ 1 : F + Vs.0 is the torsion 
function of wa from Theorem 3.11. 
Let s1,2 := x @ (~3)~ + y @ (~3)~ E V],J, and let rp : F + VT,2 @ 01,~ be determined by 
(3.10) with r1,2 = r; 2 := 2~1.2, all other ri,j’s = 0. As before, 40 can be regarded as a section 
of T*Z @ gr, and by Lemma 3.10, the connection w := wg + p is again a special connection 
on 2. We denote by 6 the restriction of w to $j, and let 0, 00 and 6 denote the torsion forms 
of w, wg and & respectively. By (1.7), 0 = 00 + Sp(q). 
Then by Proposition 3.7 and some calculation we have 
6=proO 
= pr((s3.0, (0, @)0,1)2.0 - i(s],2, (Q, @O,I)I.I 
+ +1,2, WY f3)1.0)0,2 + $1,2, (Q, ~hdo,o) 
= 0. 
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Thus, & is the desired torsion free special connection. The uniqueness follows from Propo- 
sition 1.2 together with Lemma 3.9. 0 
4. Torsion free G 1 ,+dructures 
In this entire section, we shall consider complex sixfolds 2 which carry a torsion,frcc G , ,:- 
structure n : F -+ 2. In this case, there is a unique torsion free connection w = wo,o +w?,() +oo,: 
011 F where 0;. ; 
from (3.9). 
takes values in V;,j. Here, we used the identification g, ,? E Vo,,l c$ V2.0 @ Vo,2 
For convenience, we shall define the pairings 
((. ) p : CvO.O @ v2.0 CT3 v0.2) @ Vi,,j + Vi,j, 
((P0.0 + P2.0 + Po.2, 4P' := ~bO.0~ 4)o.o + ho, 4)l.O + (p0.2, 9)O.i. 
Then the$rst structure equation of w reads 
de + ((w, f9))(” = 0 (4. I1 
with the Vi ,2-valued tautological 1 -form 0. 
Moreover, the curvature 2-form Q takes values in gl,? 2 Va., @ V~.a @ 170.2, and is defined 
as 
Q=dW+OALO 
= dw - +2,0, ~2.0)1.0 + (~0.2, wo.2)o.l). 
Differentiating (4. l), we obtain thefirst Bianchi identity 
(4.2:1 
((52, 19))(‘) = 0. 
Let K(g 1.2) be given by the exact sequence 
(4.3‘l 
0 -+ K(g1.2) ---+ h2V7,, 8 01.2 -%+ A"V;,, c3 V,.z, 
where Sp, is given by skew-symmetrization of A’V 1.2 @ 81.2 E A2Vi.2 @ (Vy,? @ VI.?). The 
first Bianchi identity (4.3) can be interpreted as stating that Q is a section of F x G K(g,,2). 
A calculation shows that, as a G-module, K(g,,z) 2 Y:,o @ V~~,~. More explicitly, there is a 
function a = a2.0 + ao.2 : F -+ V2.0 @ 170,~ such that 
Q = (-Wa2.0, (0, @1.2)0,0 + 3la0.2, (Q, W0.1)0.2) 
+ (km (0, f3)0.1)2.0 + (a0,2, WY @1.0j0.2 - 7h.2, (0, @l,dO.o)- 
(4.4 1 
This implies, in particular, that dwo,o = 0. Therefore, by the Ambrose-Singer Holonomy 
Theorem [ 111, the holonomy of o is contained in the subgroup 
HI.2 := G1.2 (7 SL(V1.2). 
Taking the derivative of (4.4) and solving for da, we see that there is a function b : F -+ VI. ! 
such that 
da = NW, a))‘-2’ +3(b, O)O,~ + (b. 0) ,,, . (4.5) 
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Once again, we take the derivative of (4.5) and solve for db. We see that there is a function 
c : F + Vo.0 such that 
dh = ((h, w))(-~) + 2((a2,0, ~0.2)o.o~ 0) 1.1 + ((~0.2, ao.z)o.o, Wo,2 
+ (-$@2.o, ~2.0)2.0 - 7@0,2, a0.2j0.2 + c, W0.0 
Taking exterior derivatives one more time and solving for dc we calculate that 
(4.6) 
dc = -4cw()o. (4.7) 
The reader who is familiar with [3] will note the similarity of the structure equations (4.1)- 
(4.7) with the structure equations for &-connections where Hs = G3 fl SL(Vs). This is by 
no means a coincidence. As we shall see in the following section, there is a close relationship 
between Hi ,2-structures and Hs-structures. 
Let FO g F be an integral hypersurface of ~0.0, i.e., a hypersurface such that ~0.0 1,~” = 0. 
Then FO is a torsion free Hr,z-reduction of F. We shall denote the restrictions of 0, w2,0, ~00.2, 
a and b to FO by the same letters. Note that wg := w]e, = 02,o + 00,~ is V2,o @ Vo,2-valued. 
Also, by (4.7), c is constant on Fo. 
Definition 4.1. Let n : F + Z be a torsion free Gi_2-structure and let FO 2 F be an integral 
hypersurface of ~0.0. Then FO is called an associated HI,~-structure of F. 
The choice of associated Hr,2-structures is, of course, not unique. However, given two such 
structures FO and FA then Fh = R,, . FO for some t E @*. Hence, to each torsion free G ,,I- 
structure there is a one-parameter family of ussociuted HI ,2-structures. 
Our approach to solve the structure equations (4.1)-(4.7) will be motivated by the steps 
pursued in [3] to solve the structure equations of an Hs-connection. 
Let 
K :=a+b: Fo -+ V, where V = 272,0 @ 170.2 @ 111.2. 
Equations (4.5)-(4.6) can be summarized as 
dK = .I(@ + wo) 
where J is a function on F with values in Hom(V, 17). Now J = K*(J,) where J, : V -+ 
Hom(V, 17) is a polynomial mapping which depends upon a parameter c. If we write J, relative to 
the standard basis of V then it has a 12 x 12-matrix representation whose entries are polynomials 
in the components of a and b. 
It turns out that this matrix J, is not invertible. In fact, generically the rank of J, is calculated 
to be 10. This implies that the image of K is contained in some lo-dimensional subvariety of V. 
Let us this once comment on the mechanical calculations which are performed to arrive at 
this conclusion. The attempt of simply taking the determinant of J, on MATHEMATICA failed 
miserably at first: after more than 10 minutes of calculation, memory overflows occured. 
The next approach was to use the H I,?-equivariance of J,. Under the generic assumption that 
both ~2.0 and a0,2 are not squares of a linear polynomial, we may assume that ~0 = txy @ 1 
and ~0.2 = t’xy @ 1 for some t, t’ E C. Making this replacement simplifies JC to a matrix J:. of 
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equal rank which is drastically simpler, and calculating that det(J’,) = 0 on MATHEMATICA is a 
matter of less than a minute. 
Moreover, we can explicitly compute the kernel of J:., and thus by equivariance the kernel of 
J,.. The result can be described as follows. Let 
d @ 1 := (a2.09 %J)2.0, 
d2 @ 1 := bo.23 ao,2)0,2, 
el @ 1 := (b2,0, Vl.0, WI,23 
e2 @ 1 := (b0.2, Wo,l, b)1,2, 
bo.2 := (b,WI,I, 
b2,o := lb, bjo.2, 
b2.4 := lb, bh.0, 
P2.0 := ((a2.0, ao.2)0,0, ao.2)0.2, 
P2.4 := ((a2.01 a2.0)0,0, a2.0)2,0, 
~0.2 := 16 (b2.0, ao,2)0.0> ~2.0)2,0 + 9 tbo.2, ao.2)0.0, ao.2jo.2 - 12~ ~0.2 + 3 bo.2. 
Here, di and e; are @-valued functions on 27, while bi,j and pi,j are functions on V with values 
in 27t.j. Then we have the 
Proposition 4.2. Let 
f,’ := (4dl - 9d2)(4dl + 27d2 - 6c) + 72el - 54e2 
and 
f2’ := 4dz(4dl +9d2 - 3~)~ +96 (pz.o, b2,o)z.o + 3@0.2, bo.Ao.2 +48 (p2.4, b2d2.4. 
Then d(K o ji“) = Of or i = 1,2, and hence K maps FO into a level set of (f;‘, f,“). Moreover; 
rank(J,) = 10 at x E V ifund only ifdf: A dfiI.r # 0. 
Proof. The calculations involved to verify this proposition were all performed on MATHEMATICA 
and will not be presented here in further detail. Cl 
We let 
C, :={x~V~df;:r\df;‘~=O}. 
Then by Proposition 4.2 we know that rank(K),, = 10 at u E FU if and only if K(u) $ Xc,. Let 
us define the functions Y:; : V + Viyj for k = 1,2 by the equation 
df; = i (~i,~, da2,0)2,0 + i(~i,~, dao.do.2 + i b-t.2, db) 1.2 for k = 1, 2, 
and define the vector fields &, k = 1,2, on FU by 
00(Zk) = $. + rok,2 and @(Z,) = r:,2. 
Then another MATHEMATICA calculation yields 
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Proposition 4.3. The vector$leds ZI and 22 on FO defined above are symmetries, i.e., their 
Lie derivatives atisfy 
Cz, (00) = 00 and C,,(Q) = 8 fork = 1,2. (4.8) 
Moreover, [Z, , Z,] = 0. Cl 
Corollary 4.4. Either rank(K) z 10 or rank(K) -c 10 on all of FCJ. 
Proof. From (4.8), standard arguments how that a symmetry either vanishes everywhere or 
nowhere on Fo. Thus, either Zt and 22 are pointwise linearly independent everywhere or nowhere 
on Fo. From the definitions of the Zk’s it follows that Zt and Z2 are linearly independent if and 
only if df; and dft are linearly independent. The claim follows then from Proposition 4.2. 0 
Definition 4.5. A torsion free Ht ,2-connection is called regular if rank(K) = 10, with the map 
K : FO + V from above. 
A torsion free Gi,2-connection is called regular if one and hence all of its associated Ht,2- 
structures are regular. 
Thus, for a regular Ht.2-connection, the map K is a submersion onto an open subset of the 
regular part of a level set of (f,“, f-j) in V. 
Definition 4.6. Given constants c, cl, c2 E C let 
qc, Cl, c-2) := (f,“, f;>-‘<c*, c2)\% c v. 
If for a regular torsion free Hr,2-connection on z : FO + 2 the image of K : FO + V is 
contained in C&, ,C2 then we call the triple (c, cl, ~2) the structure constants of the connection. 
Let us now consider the question of existence of torsion free Ht,2-connections. 
Theorem 4.7. Given constants c, cl, cq E @ let 6’ := e(c, cl, ~2) C V. Then e can be covered 
by open sets U which have the following property: there exists a holomorphic principal C2- 
bundle K : FO + U over U and holomorphic l-forms 0 and 00 on FO with values in ‘VI,, and 
112.0 CI3 V70.2 respectively satisfying 
(1) the V1,2 @ V2,o @ Vo,z-valued l-form 8 + wg is a coframe on Fo, 
(2) equations (4.1)-(4.7) are satisjed if we set uo,o = 0, and if K = a + b is the decom- 
position of K into its 172.0 $270,~ and V I,2 components respectively. 
Moreover, the triple (Fo, 8, WO) is unique in the sense that if (Fi, t?‘, 0;) is another triple 
satisfying (1) and (2), then there is a bundle isomorphism between FO and Fi which identifies 
the coframings. 
Proof. Let a, 6, i$, j and 7 be the restrictions of the functions a, b, r-t j and J, respectively to (5 
By definition of C! we have rank(J) = 10. From here it follows that there exist smooth 
l-forms a and 60 on e with values in 171,~ and V2.n @ 770,~ respectively such that 
da + db = J(6’ + wo). (4.9) 
Since da, db and 3 are holomorphic, we may assume that a and Wa are of type (1,O). 
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The kernel of J is spanned at each point by the vectors ?:,a + & + i$ 2 for k = I. 2, 
so once one solution (e, 00) to (4.9) has been found, any other can be written in the form 
(0 + Ck &@uk? wo + Ck (Yz.o + I&) for unique 1 -forms ok, k = 1,2. 
Now we define the 2-forms 
B = de + ((00,e)) (1) 
G =dc30 - ;((- 02,Ul a.0) I.0 + ((730.23 ~o.*h.1) - Q 
where a is given by replacing a;,j and 0 by a;, j and e respectively in (4.4). 
After some calculation, the exterior derivative of (4.9) can be written in the form 
0 = J(0 + 5). 
This implies that there are 2-forms $ I and $2 such that 
s = Ck Yt &, and $ = &($O + $ *)Gk. 
Substituting these relations into (4.10) and differentiating, we compute that 
0 = xk F’;.,&k, and 0 = Ck(Fi,O + Fi.,)dqk. 
Since the functions Ft.2 + Fi,o + Fi,z are linearly independent, we conclude that 
d$k =O fork= 1,2. 
(4.10) 
(4.11 :I 
Let U c e be an open set on which the qk’s are exact. Clearly, (_?! can be covered by such 
open sets. Let (Yk be l-forms on .!_! such that dak = \Ilk. If we replaCe the pair (4, GO) by 
(8 - xk ?; *ok ~ . ’ wg - xk (i$ a + i$ &!k), then another calculation shows that for this new pair 
0 = de + ((Go, 0)) (1) 
0 = dwo - $((&,o, w2,0)1.0 + @30.2>~0,2)0.1) - a. 
(4.12) 
Note that from (4.10) and (4.11) it follows that qk has no (0, 2)-part. Thus, (Y,Q can be chosen 
to be of type (1,O). But then (4.12) implies that 6 and Wo are holomorphic 1 -forms. 
Now we let F. := U x C2 with coordinates (a, 6, SI, ~2) and define the l-forms 
(6, @o) := (g + c r:,* dsk, z;io + c(i-;,, + &) dsk). 
k h 
Then it is not hard to show that (0,oo) is a holomorphic coframe on FO satisfying the postulates 
of the theorem. 
The uniqueness of (0, wa) follows from the standard facts about mappings preserving cofram- 
ings [6]. 0 
We are now ready to prove the existence result for HI ,2-connections. 
Corollary 4.8. For any constants c, cl, c:! E C and any point u E C?(c, cl, 4, there exists a 
regular torsion free connection on some HI,?-structure n : Fo + Z where Z is some sixfold so 
that the image of the curvature map K : Fo + C3C,C,,C2 contains u. 
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Proof. Let U c &c,,c2 be an open neighborhood of u for which the conclusion of Theorem 4.7 
holds, i.e., there is a principal Q1*-bundle K : & + U and a coframe (6,&j) on j;b satisfying 
(4.1)-(4.7) with WO,O_ = 0. 
Pick a point u E Fe with K(u) = U. Since by the structure equations we have de E 0 mode, 
it follows that $0 is foliated by integral leafs on which 6 vanishes. For some sufficiently small 
neighborhood V of V, there exists a submersion n : V -+ 2 onto some sixfold Z such that 
ker(n,) = ii. 
Moreover, standard arguments how that there is an inclusion I : V L-, FO 5 5 of V into an 
Hi,z-structure FO on Z such that z*(e) = 8 where 8 denotes the tautological form on Fo. 
Also, there is an unique HI,*-connection wg on Fa with z *(wg) = 00. From the structure 
equations it is then evident that the curvature map K : FO + V satisfies u E K(Fa) z (&, rC2. q 
As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 4.7 we have 
Corollary 4.9. All regular torsion free Hi,*- and G I,*-connections are holomorphic. 0 
5. Summary 
In $3 we have shown that the moduli space Z of rational curves C in a complex threefold W 
whose normal bundle Nc + C is equivalent o O(2) @ O(2) forms a six dimensional manifold 
which carries a natural G~,J,-structure n : F + Z. By Theorem 3.11 most of the intrinsic torsion 
of this structure vanishes. A natural question is whether every holomorphic G i,2-structure whose 
torsion is of the form of Theorem 3.11 arises from such a moduli space. 
The answer is negative in general. The reason is that Proposition 2.9 gives some first order 
restriction which is not automatically satisfied if the torsion is of the form of Theorem 3.11, not 
even when the torsion vanishes. 
Before stating this result, let us write out the decompositions 
and 
e = el.* x 8 X* + el,o x e3 XY + el,-* x ~3 y* 
+ e-1,* Y c3 2 + e-1,o Y 8 XY + e+* Y 8 Y* 
0 = oo,o 1 @ 1 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Z is the moduli space of rational curves in the threefold W whose 
normal bundle is equivalent to O(2) CB O(2), and suppose furthermore that the associated 
G1,2-structure n : F + Z is torsion free. Then the torsion free connection on F isjat. 
This statement immeadiately implies Theorem 0.1, 
Proof. By Theorem 3.11 the torsion free connection on n : F + Z must be special. Thus, by 
Proposition 2.9, 
3 := ker(pr, OJV,N)* = R-2, Q-1,-2, ~~2~1~ 
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Of course, this means that 3 must satisfy the Frobenius condition d3 = 0 mod 3. However,, 
from the structure quations (4.1)-(4.4) we compute that dWif_2 = 9(ao,~, x2)28t.~r\8_ 1.0 mod 3 
From here it follows that the Frobenius condition is satisfied if and only if a0.2 = 0 on F. By 
(4.5) and (4.6), this implies that b E 0 and (~0, u2,0)2,0 = $c. 
Since b represents the covariant derivative of the curvature tensor it follows that F is locally 
symmetric. In particular, 2 is locally homogeneous, and the local isotropy group of any point 
is G 1.2. On the other hand, the local isotropies must respect the curvature, i.e., the function a2.0 
must be G I .;?-invariant on F. Clearly, this is satisfied if and only if ~2.0 E 0, hence the torsion 
free connection is flat. Cl 
Let us now consider the question which regular torsion free Gt,2-connections (n : F + 
C, 8, o) admit a restriction (n : b + $j,f?, &) in the sense of Definition 3.6. Since the holonomy 
of a torsion free G1,2-connection is contained in Ht.2 it follows that the holonomy of the 
restriction to ‘3 is contained in H3. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (0, w) be a regular torsion free Hl,z-connection on n : FO -+ Z with n 
.structure constants (c, cl, c-2). Then Fo admits a restriction to an Hj-connection ;r~ : Fo + y (f ,. 
und only if cl = 0. In this case, the restriction FO is uniquely determined, and the connection 
on x : kc, -+ $j is regular in the sense of [3]. 
Conversely, given a regular H3-connection on n : fro -+ 3, there is a unique regular torsion . 
ji-ee HI ,z-connection which extends the connection on Fo. 
This is a slightly more general statement than the one of Theorem 0.5. 
Proof. Let n : F. + Z be the torsion free regular H I,?-connection. If a restriction on kc, -+ tj 
exists then T ko must be annihilated by the ideal 
2 = {Q-l.0 - w-2, 6.0 - 28-1.2, d$ - Wj,(), 2(’ i =O, 1,2}. 
Thus, 2 must satisfy the Frobenius condition da s 0 mod 8. A calculation using the structure 
equations (4.1)-(4.4) yields that this is the case if and only if 
2a2.0 = 3ao.z. (5.1) 
Taking the exterior derivative 2 daz,o - 3 duo.2 mod 2, we conclude that b must be of the form 
b = x 8 b; + y @ bf> (5.2) 
for some 173-valued function b3 where the subscripts stand for partial derivatives. 
Let us define fro s FO by (5.1) and (5.2). Then it is evident that any reduction of Fo must be 
contained in ho. 
From the structure equations (4.5)-(4.7) we calculate that the differentials of the components 
of (5.1) and (5.2) are linearly independent. Also, substituting (5.1) and (5.2) into f; from 
Proposition 4.2 we calculate f: = 0. 
Therefore, k. = VI if cl # 0. Conversely, if cl = 0 one can verify that 4 is non-empty and 
hence an eight dimensional analytic submanifold of Fo. Moreover, dim( T FO fl ker n,) E 4, and 
so y := n(fi,,) is an analytic submainfold of Z. Now it is easy to verify that (n : k~ -+ $j,6,&) 
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with 6 and & as in Definition 3.6 is the desired restriction. Of course, (5.1) and (5.2) determine 
&I uniquely. 
Note that this restriction is a torsion free &-connection. The final statement follows from the 
classification of regular &-connections in [3]. They are uniquely determined by two constant 
parameters, and it left to the reader to verify that these correspond to the constants c and Q. 0 
Remark. (1) It seems likely that the last statement in Theorem 5.2 holds true even if the Hs- 
connection on ?j is not regular, i.e., in this case there should still be an extension to a unique 
torsion free Hi,z-connection. There does not seem to be any substantial obstacle to proving this 
other than the immense calculations required to determine the non-regular Ht.z-connections. 
(2) Since every torsion free holomorphic Gs-connection is equivalent o the moduli space of 
contact curves in a contact threefold W [3], it follows from the results in Section 3 that every 
holomorphic torsion free Gj-connection can be extended to a G1,2-connection whose torsion 
is given as in the proof of Theorem 3.13. 
A characterization of Hs-connections is therefore that they are precisely those G3-connections 
which can be extended to a torsion free G 1 ~-connection. 
(3) A somewhat surprising aspect comes from a comparison of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 Namely, 
if Y admits a regular torsion free J&-connection then on the one hand, by (2), the connection on 
Y can be extended to a connection on the moduli space Z of rational curves in W. 
On the other hand, if we let Z’ be the torsion free extension from Theorem 5.2, then it follows 
from Theorem 5.1 that Z’ is different from 2 unless both Z and ‘51 are flat. 
In other words, the extension 2 of Y which seems most natural in the geometric sense is 
different from the extension Z’ of 9 which is most natural from the torsion point of view. 
Definition 5.3. Let 9’ be a complex five dimensional manifold. A linear rank 2 PfafJian system 
on I’ or, for short, a PfafJian structure on 9’ is a differential ideal 3 on 9’ with the property that, 
locally, there is a holomorphic coframe KI , ~2, a, PI, ,132 on ? such that 
and 
dKi =a!r\pimod3, i = 1,2. 
A curve C c ? is called an integral curve if the tangent vectors of C are anihilated by 3. 
A Pfaffian structure on Ip may also be regarded as a rank 2 subbundle L 5 T*3’ where L is 
locally spanned by ~1 and ~2. 
For example, if W is any three dimensional manifold then ? := IE0V carries a canonical 
Pfaffian structure [4]. Namely, for local coordinates (x, y, z) and (x, y, z, U, v) on W and ? 
respectively such that the bundle map n : ‘J’ -+ W is given by (x, y, z, U, V) I+ (x, y, z), this 
systemisgivenas3:= {dy-udx,dz-vdx}. 
Thus, for a curve of the form (x, y(x), z(x)) in W there is a unique integral lift to ?, namely 
(x9 Y(X)> z(x), Y’(X), z’(x)). 
A key observation is now given by the following 
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Theorem 5.4. Let n : F + Z be a holomorphic G I,z-connection whose torsion is of the form 
of Theorem 3.11. Then, locally, Z is (contained in) the moduli space of all integral curves C of 
a PfqfJian structure 3 on somejvefold 3’. 
This is essentially the statement of Theorem 0.4. 
Proof. The proof requires to compute the structure equations for connections whose torsion is 
of the required form. Since these equations are quite complex and since we shall not need them 
any further, they will be omitted. It follows from these equations that the differential ideal 
does satisfy the Frobenius condition da = 0 moda. Thus, at least locally, there is a map 
p : F -+ ?’ onto some five dimensional complex manifold 3’ such that ker(p,) = a’-. 
For each point t E 2, we let C, := p(n-’ (t)). It is then easy to see that C, is a rational curve 
in ?, and hence we may regard Z as the moduli space of certain rational curves in 3’. 
Let 30 := (&_,, &r,_2}. Then a calculation shows that for each vector field X E 1’ on 
F, LX&) S 30 mod 2. Therefore, there is a differential system 3 on Ip such that p*(3) = 30. 
Taking the exterior derivatives of Qr._z and 8_ 1, -2 it follows that 3 is indeed a Pfaffian structure 
on 3). Moreover, since n-’ (t) is integral to 70 for all t E Z it follows that C, is an integral curve 
for all t E 2. 0 
Theorem 5.4 suggests that it should be more natural to regard Gs-structures, &-structures, 
and Gl.z-structures as moduli spaces of integral curves of a fivefold with Pfaffian structure 
rather than as curves in a threefold. Indeed, the remarks preceding Theorem 5.4 indicate how 
the moduli space of curves in a threefold ‘W may be regarded merely as a special case of this. 
It should also be instructive to see how the local invariants of a Pfaffian structure on 3 151 
relate to the associated G 1 ,?-structure. This will be pursued in a sequel of the present paper. 
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